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ABSTRACT. We give a detailed microlocal study of X-ray transforms over geodesics-like families of curves with conjugate
points of fold type. We show that the normal operator is the sum of a pseudodifferential operator and a Fourier integral
operator. We compute the principal symbol of both operators and the canonical relation associated to the Fourier integral
operator. In two dimensions, for the geodesic transform, we show that there is always a cancellation of singularities to some
order, and we give an example where that order is infinite; therefore the normal operator is not microlocally invertible in
that case. In the case of three dimensions or higher if the canonical relation is a local canonical graph we show microlocal
invertibility of the normal operator. Several examples are also studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to study X-ray type of transforms over geodesics-like families of curves with caustics
(conjugate points). We concentrate on the most common type of caustics — those of fold type. Let0 be a fixed
geodesic segment on a Riemannian manifold, and letf be a function which support does not contain the endpoints of
0. The question that we are trying to answer is the following: what information about the wave front set WF.f / of
f can be obtained from the assumption that (possibly weighted) integrals

(1.1) Xf . / D

Z


f ds

of f along all geodesics close enough to0 vanish (or depend smoothly on )? SinceX has a Schwartz kernel with
singularities of conormal type,Xf could only provide information for WF.f / near the conormal bundleN �0 of 0.
If there are no conjugate points along0, then we know that WF.f / \N �0 D ;. This has been shown, among the
other results, in [6, 17] in this context. It also follows from the microlocal approach to Radon transforms initiated by
Guillemin [5] when the Bolker condition (in our case that means no conjugate points) is satisfied. Then the localized
normal operatorN� WD X ��X , where� is a standard cut-off near0 is a pseudo-differential operator (	DO), elliptic
at conormal directions to0. If there are conjugate points along0, thenN� is no longer a	DO. One of the goals
of this work is first to study the microlocal structure ofN� in presence of fold conjugate points, and then use it to see
what singularities can be recovered. That would also allow us to tell whether the problem of invertingX is Fredholm
or not, and would help us to determine the size of the kernel, and to analyze the stability and the possible instability of
this problem.

Geodesic X-ray transforms have a long history, generalizing the Radon type X-ray transform in the Euclidean space,
see, e.g., [7]. When the weight is constant, and.M; g/ is a simple manifold with boundary, uniqueness and non-sharp
stability estimates have been proven in [13, 14, 2], using the energy method. Simple manifolds are compact manifolds
diffeomorphic to a ball with convex boundary and no conjugate points. The uniqueness result has been extended to not
necessarily convex manifolds under the no-conjugate points assumption in [4]. The authors used microlocal methods
to prove a sharp stability estimate in [16] for simple manifolds and uniqueness and stability estimates for more general
weighted geodesic-like transforms without conjugate points in [6]. The X-ray transform over magnetic geodesics with
the simplicity assumption was studied in [3]. Many of those and other works study integrals of tensors as well and the
results for tensors of order two or higher are less complete.

The authors considered in [17] the X-ray transform of functions and tensors on manifolds with possible conjugate
points. Using the overdeterminacy of the problem in dimensionsn � 3, we showed that if there exists a family of
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geodesics without conjugate points with a conormal bundle coveringT �M , then we still have generic uniqueness and
stability. In dimension two however that family has to be the set of all geodesics, and even in higher dimensions, [17]
does not answer the question what is the contribution of the conjugate points toXf .

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Let .M; g/ be ann-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let expp.v/, where.p; v/ 2 TM , be a regular exponential
map, see section 3, where we recall the definition given by Warner in [20]. The main example is the exponential map
of g or that of another metric onM or other geodesic-like curves, for example magnetic geodesics, see also [3]. Let
� be a smooth function onTM n 0. We define the weighted X-ray transformXf by

(2.1) Xf .p; �/ D

Z
�
�

expp.t�/; Pexpp.t�/
�
f .expp.t�// dt; .p; �/ 2 SM;

where we used the notation

Pexp.tv/ D
d

dt
exp.tv/:

Thet integral above is carried over the maximal interval, includingt D 0, where exp.t�/ is defined. The assumptions
that we make below guarantee that this interval remains bounded.

Let .p0; v0/ 2 TM be such thatv D v0 is a critical point for expp0
.v/ (that we call a conjugate vector) of fold

type, see the definition below. Letq0 D expp0
.v0/. Then our goal is to studyXf for p close top0 and� close to

�0 WD v0=jv0j under the assumption that the support off is such thatv0 is the only conjugate vectorv at p0 so that
expp0

.v/ 2 suppf . Note thatv0 can be written in two different ways ast�0, j�0j D 1, with ˙t > 0, and we chose the
first one. The contribution of the second one can be easily derived from our results by replacing�0 by ��0.

Instead of studyingX directly, we study the operator

Nf .p/ D

Z
SpM

�].p; �/Xf .p; �/ d�p.�/

D

Z
SpM

Z
�].p; �/�

�
expp.t�/; Pexpp.t�/

�
f .expp.t�// dt d�p.�/;

(2.2)

with some smooth�] localized in a neighborhood of.p0; �0/. Here d�p.�/ is the induced Riemannian surface measure
on Sp.M /. When exp is the geodesic exponential map, there is a natural way to give a structure of a manifold to all
non-trapping geodesics with a natural choice of a measure, see section 5. The operatorX can be viewed as map
from functions or distributions onM to functions or distributions on the geodesics manifold. Then one can define
the adjointX � with respect to that measure. Then the operatorX �X is of the form (2.2) with�] D N�, see (5.1).
The condition that supp�] should be contained in a small enough neighborhood of.p0; �0/ can be easily satisfied by
localizingp nearp0, and choosing supp� to be near.p0;�0

; Pp0;�0
/. In the case of general regular exponential maps

N is not necessarilyX �X .
A direct calculation, see [16] and Theorem 5.1, shows that the Schwartz kernel ofX �X in the geodesic case (see

also [6] for general families of curves), is singular at the diagonal, as can be expected, and that singularity defines
a 	DO of order�1 similarly to the integral geometry problem for geodesics without conjugate points. We refer to
section 5 for more details. Next, singularities away from the diagonal exist at pairs.p; q/ so thatq D expp.v/ for
somev, and dv expp is not an isomorphism (p andq are conjugate points). The main goal of this paper is to study
the contribution of those conjugate points to the structure ofX �X and the consequences of that. We actually study a
localized version of this; for a global version on a larger open set, under the assumption that all conjugate points are
of fold type, one can use a partition of unity.

LetU be a small enough neighborhoods of.p0; �0/ in SM . LetU be a small neighborhood ofp0 so thatU � �.U/,
where� is the natural projection on the base. Fix�] 2 C 1

0
.U/. Let Nf be as in (2.2), related to�], where� is a

smooth weight. We will applyX to functionsf supported in an open setV 3 p0 satisfying the conjugacy assumption
of the theorem below, see Figure 1. Our goal is to study the contribution of a single fold type of singularity. Let
˙ � M � M be the conjugate locus in a neighborhood of.p0; q0/, see section 3. Finally, let0 D p0;�0

.t/, t 2 I ,
be the geodesic through.p0; �0/ defined in the intervalI 3 0, with endpoints outsideV .

The first main result of this paper is the following.
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FIGURE 1

Theorem 2.1. Letv0 D jv0j�0 be a fold conjugate vector atp0, and letN be as in (2.2). Letv0 be the only singularity
of expp0

.v/ on the rayfexpp.t�0/; t 2 Ig \ V . Then if U (and therefore,U ) is small enough, the operator

N W C 1
0 .V / �! C 1

0 .U /

admits the decomposition

(2.3) N D A C F;

whereA is a	DO of order�1 with principal symbol

(2.4) �p.A/.x; �/ D 2�

Z
SxM

ı.�.�// .�]�/.x; �/ d�x.�/;

andF is an FIO of order�n=2 associated to the LagrangianN �˙ . In particular, the canonical relationC of F in
local coordinates is given by

(2.5) C D
˚
.p; �; q; �/; .p; q/ 2 ˙; � D ��i@ expi

p.v/=@p; � 2 Coker dv expp.v/; det dv expp.v/ D 0
	

:

If exp is the exponential map ofg, thenC can also be characterized asN �˙ 0, whereN˙ is as in (4.17), and the
prime means that we replace� by��.

It is easy to check thatC above is invariantly defined.
In section 9 we show that in dimension 3 or higher in the case thatC is a local canonical graph the operatorN is

microlocal invertible. In two dimensions, in the geodesic case, we show that there is always a loss of some derivatives
at least when the curves are geodesics. We study in detail the case of the circular Radon transform in two dimensions
in section 10, and show that thenN is not microlocally invertible.

3. REGULAR EXPONENTIAL MAPS AND THEIR GENERIC SINGULARITIES

3.1. Regular exponential maps.Let M be a fixedn-dimensional manifold. We will recall the definition of Warner
[20] of a regular exponential map atp 2 M . We think of it as a generalization of the exponential map on a Riemannian
manifold, by requiring only those properties that are really necessary for what follows. For that reason, we use the
notation expp.v/. In addition to [20] , we will require expp.v/ to be smooth inp as well. LetNp.v/ � TvTpM denote
the kernel of d expp. Unless specifically indicated, d is the differential w.r.t.v. The radial tangent space atv will be
denoted byrv. It can be identified withfsv; s 2 Rg, wherev is considered as an element ofTvTpM .

Definition 3.1. A mapexpp.v/ that for eachp 2 M mapsv 3 TpM into M is called aregular exponential map, if

(R1) exp is smooth in both variables, except possibly atv D 0. Next,d expp.tv/=dt 6D 0, whenv 6D 0.
(R2) The Hessiand2 expp.v/ maps isomorphicallyrv � Np.v/ ontoTexpp.v/M=d expp.TvTpM / for anyv 6D 0 in

TpM for whichexpp.v/ is defined.
(R3) For eachv 2 TpM n 0, there is a convex neighborhoodU of v such that the number of singularities ofexpp,

counted with multiplicities, on the raytv, t 2 R in U , for each such ray that intersectsU , is constant and
equal to the order ofv as a singularity ofexpp.
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An example is the exponential map on a Riemannian (or more generally on a Finsler manifold), see [20]. Then
(R1) is clearly true. Next, (R2) follows from the following well known property. Fixp and a geodesic through it.
Consider all Jacobi fields vanishing atp. Then at anyq on that geodesic, the values of those Jacobi fields that do not
vanish atq and the covariant derivatives of those that vanish atq spanTqM . Also, those two spaces are orthogonal.
Finally, (R3) represents the well known continuity property of the conjugate points, counted with their multiplicities
that follows from the Morse Index Theorem (see, e.g., [11, Thm 4.3.2]).

We would need also an assumption about the behavior of the exponential map atv D 0.

(R4) expp.tv/ is smooth inp; t; v for all p 2 M , jt j � 1, andv 6D 0. Moreover,

expp.0/ D p; and
d

dt
expp.tv/ D v for t D 0:

Given a regular exponential map, we define the “geodesic”p;v.t/, v 6D 0, by p;v.t/ D expp.tv/. We will often use
the notation

(3.1) q D expp.v/ D p;v.1/; w D � Pexpp.v/ WD � Pp;v.1/; � D v=jvj:

Note that the “geodesic flow” does not necessarily obey the group property. We will assume that

(R5) Forq, w as in (3.1), we have expq.w/ D p, Pexpq.w/ D �v.

This shows that in particular,.p; v/ 7! .q; w/ is a diffeomorphism. If exp is the exponential map of a Riemannian
metric, then (R5) is automatically true and that map is actually a symplectomorphism (onT �M ).

Remark 3.1. In case of magnetic geodesics, or more general Hamiltonian flows, (R5) is equivalent to time reversibility
of the “geodesics.” This is not true in general. On the other hand, one can define the reverse exponential map
exp�

q .w/ D q;�w.�1/ in that case, see e.g. [3], near.q0; w0/, and replace exp by exp� in that neighborhood. Then
(R5) would hold. In other words, (R5) really says that.p; v/ 7! .q; w/ is assumed to be a local diffeomorphism with
an inverse satisfying (R1) – (R4).

3.2. Generic properties of the conjugate locus.We recall here the main result by Warner [20] about the regular
points of the conjugate locus of a fixed pointp. The tangent conjugate locusS.p/ of p is the set of all vectors
v 2 TpM so that d expp.v/ (the differential of expp.v/ w.r.t.v) is not an isomorphism. We call such vectorsconjugate
vectorsat p (called conjugate points in [20]). The kernel of d expp.v/ is denoted byNp.v/. It is part ofTvTpM that
we identify withTpM . In the Riemannian case, by the Gauss lemma,Np.v/ is orthogonal tov. In the general case, by
(R1), it is always transversal tov. The images of the conjugate vectors under the exponential map expp will be called
conjugate pointsto p. The image ofS.p/ under the exponential map expp will be denoted bẏ .p/ and called the
conjugate locus ofp. Note thatS.p/ � TpM , while ˙.p/ � M . We always work withp near a fixedp0 and with
v near a fixedv0. Setq0 D expp0

.v0/. Then we are interested inS.p/ restricted to a small neighborhood ofv0, and
in ˙.p/ nearq0. Note thaṫ .p/ may not contain all points nearq0 conjugate top along some “geodesic”; and may
not contain even all of those along expp0

.tv0/ if the later self-intersects — it contains only those that are of the form
expp.v/ with v close enough tov0.

Normally, d expp.v/ stands for the differential of expp.v/ w.r.t. v. When we need to take the differential w.r.t.p,
we will use the notationdp for it, We write dv for the differential w.r.t.v, when we want to distinguish between the
two.

We denote bẏ the set of all conjugate pairs.p; q/ localized as above. In other words,˙ D f.p; q/I q 2 ˙.p/g,
wherep runs over a small neighborhood ofp0. Also, we denote byS the set.p; v/, wherev 2 S.p/.

A regular conjugate vectorv is defined by the requirement that there exists a neighborhood ofv, so that any radial
ray ofTpM contains at most one conjugate point there. The regular conjugate locus then is an everywhere dense open
subset of the conjugate locus that has a natural structure of an.n � 1/-dimensional manifold. The order of a conjugate
vector as a singularity of expp (the dimension of the kernel of the differential) is called an order of the conjugate vector.

In [20, Thm 3.1], Warner characterized the conjugate vectors at a fixedp0 of order at least2, and some of those of
order1, as described below. Note that inB1, one needs to postulate thatNp0

.v/ remains tangent toS.p0/ at pointsv

close tov0 as the latter is not guaranteed by just assuming that it holds atv0 only.
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(F) Fold conjugate vectors: Let v0 be a regular conjugate vector atp0, and letNp0
.v0/ be one-dimensional and

transversal toS.p0/. Such singularities are known as fold singularities. Then one can find local coordinates
� nearv0 andy nearq0 so that in those coordinates, expp0

is given by

(3.2) y0
D � 0; yn

D .�n/2:

Then

(3.3) S.p0/ D f�n
D 0g; Np0

.v0/ D spanf@=@�n
g ; ˙.p0/ D fyn

D 0g:

Since the fold condition is stable under smallC 1 perturbations, as follows directly from the definition, those
properties are preserved under a small perturbation ofp0.

(B1) Blowdown of order 1: Let v0 be a regular conjugate vector atp0 and letNp0
.v/ be one-dimensional.

Assume also thatNp0
.v/ is tangent toS.p0/ for all regular conjugatev nearv0. We call such singularities

blowdown of order 1. Then locally, expp0
is represented in suitable coordinates by

(3.4) y0
D � 0; yn

D �1�n:

Then

(3.5) S.p0/ D f�1
D 0g; Np0

.v0/ D spanf@=@�n
g ; ˙.p0/ D fy1

D yn
D 0g:

Even though we postulated that the tangency condition is stable under perturbations ofv0, it is not stable
under a small perturbation ofp0, and the type of the singularity may change then. In some symmetric cases,
one can check directly that the type is locally preserved.

(Bk) Blowdown of higher order: Those are regular conjugate vectors in the case whereNp0
.v0/ is k-dimensio-

nal, with2 � k � n � 1. Then in some coordinates, expp0
is represented as

yi
D � i ; i D 1; : : : ; n � k

yi
D �1� i ; i D n � k C 1; : : : ; n:

(3.6)

Then

S.p0/ D f�1
D 0g; Np0

.v0/ D span
n
@=@�n�kC1; : : : ; @=@�n

o
;

˙.p0/ D fy1
D yn�kC1

D � � � D yn
D 0g:

(3.7)

In particular,Np0
.v0/ is tangent toS.p0/. This singularity is unstable under perturbations ofp0, as well. A

typical example are the antipodal points onSn, n � 3; thenk D n � 1.

The purpose of this paper is to study the effect of fold conjugate points toX .

4. GEOMETRY OF THE FOLD CONJUGATE LOCUS

In this section, we study the geometry of the tangent conjugate locusS.p/, andS respectively; and the conjugate
locus˙.p/ and˙ , respectively. Recall that we work locally, and everywhere below, even if not stated explicitly,
.p; v/ belongs to a small enough neighborhood of.p0; v0/; .q; v/ is near.q0; w0/. We assume throughout the section
thatv0 is conjugate vector atp0 of fold type. We also fix a non-zero covector�0 at q0 as in (2.5), and let�0 be the
corresponding� as in (2.5). We will see later that�0 6D 0. We refer to Figure 2, wherew is not shown, and the zero
subscripts are omitted.

We start with properties ofS.p/ andS .

Lemma 4.1.
(a) Letv 2 S.p/ be a fold conjugate vector. Then nearq D expp.v/, ˙.p/ is a smooth surface of codimension

one, tangent tow WD � Pp;v.1/.
(b) S is a smooth.2n � 1/-dimensional surface inTM that can be considered as the bundlefS.p/; p 2 M g with

fibersS.p/.
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FIGURE 2. A typical fold conjugate locus

Proof. Consider (a) first. The representation (3.2) implies that locally,˙.p/ D expp.S.p// is a smooth surface of
codimension one (given byyn D 0). Next, forv 2 S.p/, the differential d expp sends any vector to a vector tangent
to S.p/, as it follows from (3.2) again. In particular, this is true for the radial vectorv (considered as a vector in
TvTpM ). This proves thatw is tangent tȯ .p/.

The statement (b) follows from the fact thatS is defined by det d expp.v/ D 0, and that det d expp.v/ has a non-
vanishing differential w.r.t.v. �

Remark 4.1. It is easy to show that in (a),p;v is tangent tȯ .p/ of order1 only.

We define “Jacobi fields” alongp;v vanishing atp as follows. For any̨ 2 TvTpM , set

J.t/ D dŒexpp.tv/�.˛/ D ˛k @

@vk
expp.tv/:

ThenJ.0/ D 0, PJ .0/ D ˛, where PJ .T / D dJ.t/=dt . If J.1/ D 0, then a direct computation shows that

(4.1) PJ .1/ D d2 expp.v/.˛ � v/:

When exp is the exponential map of a Riemannian metric, it is natural to work with the covariant derivative
Dt J.t/ DW J 0.1/ instead of PJ .t/. While they are different in general, they coincide at points whereJ.t/ D 0.

The next lemma shows that the fold/blowdown conditions are symmetric w.r.t.p andq.

Lemma 4.2. The vectorv0 is a conjugate vector atp0 of fold type, if and only ifw0 is a conjugate vector atq0 of fold
type.

Proof. Setw0 D � Pp0;v0
.1/, as in (3.1). Thenp0 D expq0

.w0/. Assume now that̨ 2 Np0
.v0/. In some local

coordinates, differentiatep D expq.w/ w.r.t. v in the direction of̨ ; hereq, w are viewed as functions ofp, v. Then,
using the Jacobi field notation introduced above in (4.1), we get

0 D d expq0
.w0/

�
˛k @w

@vk
.p0; v0/

�
D d expq0

.w0/ PJ .1/

because

˛k @w

@vk
.p0; v0/ D ˛k @

@vk

d

dt

ˇ̌̌
tD1

expp.tv/.p0; v0/ D PJ .1/:
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By (R2), PJ .1/ 6D 0, so in particular, this shows thatw0 is conjugate atq0, and PJ .1/ 2 Nq0
.w0/. Moreover, by (R2),

the linear map

(4.2) Np.v/ 3 ˛ D PJ .0/ 7! PJ .1/ WD ˇ 2 Nq.w/; J.0/ D J.1/ D 0

defines an isomorphism betweenNp.v/ andNq.w/. Then (4.2) shows thatw0 is conjugate atq0 of multiplicity one.
By (R3), applied tow0, it is also regular.

We will prove now thatw0 is of fold type. Since it is regular and of multiplicity one,S.q0/ nearw0 is a smooth
.n � 1/ dimensional surface either of typeF , as in (3.3) or of typeB1, as in (3.5). Assume the latter case first, then
˙.q0/ is of codimension two, as follows from (3.5). In particular, using the normal form (3.4), we see that in this
case, one can find a non-trivial one-parameter family of vectorsw.s/ so thatw.0/ D w0 and expq0

.w.s// D p0.
Then the corresponding tangent vectors atp0 would form a non-trivial one-parameter family of vectorsv.s/ so that
expp0

.v.s// D q0. That cannot happen, ifv0 is of typeF , see (3.2), since the equation expp0
.v/ D q0 has (nearv0) at

most two solutions. �

For .p; v/ 2 S , let ˛ D ˛.p; v/ 2 Np.v/ be a unit vector. To fix the direction, assume that the derivative of
det d expp.v/ in the direction of̨ , for v a conjugate vector, is positive. Here we identify inTvTpM andTpM . In the
fold case,Np.v/ is clearly a smooth vector bundle onTM near.p0; v0/, and˛ is a smooth vector field.

Lemma 4.3. For any fixedp nearp0, the map

(4.3) S.p/ 3 v 7! ˛.p; v/ 2 Np.v/

is a local diffeomorphism, smoothly depending onp if and only if

(4.4) d2 expp0
.v0/

�
Np0

.v0/ n 0 � �
� ˇ̌

Tv0
S.p0/

is of full rank:

Proof. In local coordinates, we want to find a condition so that the equation

˛i@vi expp.v/ D 0

can be solved forv so thatv D v0 for .p; ˛/ D .p0; ˛0/, where˛0 D ˛.p0; v0/. Thenv would automatically be in
S.p/. By the implicit function theorem, this is equivalent to

det
�
@v˛i

0@vi expp0
.v/
�

6D 0 atv D v0:

Choose a coordinate system nearv0 so that@=@vn spansNp0
.v0/, andf@=@v1; : : : @=@vn�1g spanTv0

S.p0/. Denote
F.v/ D expp0

.v/ and denote byFi , Fij the corresponding partial derivatives. Greek indices below run from1 to
n � 1. We have

@nF.v0/ D 0; because@=@vn 2 Np0
.v0/;(4.5)

@˛ det.@F /.v0/ D 0; because@=@v˛ is tangent toS.p0/ atv0;(4.6)

@n det.@F /.v0/ 6D 0; by the fold condition;(4.7)

c˛@˛F.v0/ 6D 0; 8c 6D 0; becausec˛@=@v˛ 62 Np0
.v0/.(4.8)

We want to prove that det.@n@F /.v0/ 6D 0 if and only if (4.4) holds. That determinant equals

(4.9) det.F1n; F2n; : : : ; Fnn/.v0/:

Perform the differentiation in (4.6). By (4.5), (4.8),

det.F1; : : : ; Fn�1; Fn˛/.v0/ D 0; 8˛ H) Fn˛.v0/ 2 span.F1.v0/; : : : ; Fn�1.v0//:

Similarly, (4.7) implies

(4.10) det.F1; : : : ; Fn�1; Fnn/.v0/ 6D 0 H) 0 6D Fnn.v0/ 62 span.F1.v0/; : : : ; Fn�1.v0//:

Those two relations show that (4.9) vanishes if and only if.Fn1.v0/; : : : Fn;n�1.v0// form a linearly dependent system,
that is equivalent to (4.4). �

We study the structure of the conjugate locus˙.p/, ˙.q/ and˙ next. Recall again that we work locally nearp0,
v0 andq0.
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Theorem 4.1. Letv0 be a fold conjugate vector atp0.
(a) Then for anyp nearp0, ˙.p/ is a smooth hypersurface of dimensionn�1 smoothly depending onp. Moreover

for anyq D expp.v/ 2 ˙.p/, TqM is a direct sum of the linearly independent spaces

(4.11) TqM D Tq˙.p/ ˚ Nq.w/;

and
Tq˙.p/ D Im d expp.v/; N �

q ˙.p/ D Coker dv expp.v/:

Next, those statements remain true withp andq swapped.
(b) ˙ is a smooth.2n � 1/-dimensional hypersurface inM � M near .p0; q0/, that is also a fiber bundlė D

f˙.p/; p 2 M g with fibers˙.p/ (and also˙ D f˙.q/; q 2 M g). Moreover, the conormal bundleN �˙ is given
by

N �˙ D
˚
.p; q; �; �/I .p; q/ 2 ˙; � D �i@ expi

p.v/=@p; � 2 Coker dv expp.v/

wherev D exp�1
p .q/ with expp restricted toS.p/

	
:

(4.12)

Proof. We start with (a). By the normal form (3.2), also clear from the fold condition, the image ofS.p/ under
d expp.v/ coincides withTq˙.p/. In particular, d expp.v/, restricted toS.p/ is a diffeomorphism to its image.
Relation (4.11) follows from (4.2) and (R2).

Consider (b). We have.p; q/ 2 ˙ if and only if there existsv (nearv0) so that

(4.13) q D expp.v/; det dv expp.v/ D 0:

In some local coordinates, we view this asn C 1 equations for the3n-dimensional variable.p; q; v/ near.p0; q0; v0/.
We show first that the solution that we denote byL, is a.2n � 1/-dimensional submanifold. To this end, we need to
show that the following differential has rankn C 1 at .p0; q0; v0/:

(4.14)

�
dp expp.v/ �Id dv expp.v/

dp det dv expp.v/ 0 dv det dv expp.v/

�
:

The elements of the first “row” aren � n matrices, while the second row consists of threen-vectors. That the rank
of the differential above is full follows from the fact that dv det dv expp.v/ 6D 0 at .p0; v0/, guaranteed by the fold
condition.

Set�.p; q; v/ D .p; q/. We show next that�.L/ is a.2n � 1/-dimensional submanifold, too. To this end, we need
to show that d� is injective onTL. The tangent space toL is given by the orthogonal complement to the rows of
(4.14). Let us denote any vector inTL by � D .�p; �q; �v/. Then d�.�/ D .�p; �q/. Our goal is therefore to show
that�p D �q D 0 implies�v D 0. Then.0; 0; �v/ is orthogonal to the rows of (4.14), therefore,

�i
v@vi expk

p.v/ D 0; k D 1; : : : ; n; �i
v@vi det dv expp.v/ D 0:

The latter identity shows that�v 2 Np.v/, while the first one shows that�v 2 Ker dv expp.v/. By the fold condition,
�v D 0.

This analysis also shows that the covectors� orthogonal tȯ are of the form� D .�p; �q/ with the property that
.�p; �q; 0/ is conormal toL. Since the conormals toL are spanned by the rows of (4.14), in order to get the third
component to vanish, we have to take a linear combination with coefficientsai , i D 1; : : : ; n andb so that

(4.15) ai

@qi

@vj
C b

@ det dv expp.v/

@vj
D 0; 8j ;

whereq D expp.v/. Let 0 6D ˛ 2 Np.v/. Multiply by ˛j and sum overj above to get that thev-derivative of
b det dv expp.v/ in the direction ofNp.v/ vanishes. According to the fold assumption, this is only possible ifb D 0.
Then we get thata 2 Coker dv expp.v/. Therefore the normal covectors tȯare of the form

(4.16) � D

��
ai

@qi

@pj

�
; �a

�
; a 2 Coker dv expp.v/;

that proves (4.12).
�
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Theorem 4.2. Letv0 be a fold conjugate vector atp0. Letexpp be the exponential map of a Riemannian metric.
(a) Then the sum in (4.11) is an orthogonal one, i.e.,

Nq˙.p/ D Nq.w/:

(b) Next, (4.17) also admits the representation

N˙ D
˚
.p; q; ˛; ˇ/I .p; q/ 2 ˙; ˛ D J 0.0/; ˇ D �J 0.1/; whereJ is any Jacobi field

along the locally unique geodesic connectingp andq with J.0/ D J.1/ D 0
	
:

(4.17)

(c)N˙ is a graph of a smooth map.p; ˛/ 7! .q; ˇ/ if and only if condition (4.4) is fulfilled. Then that maps is a
local diffeomorphism.

Remark 4.2. Note that for.p; q/ 2 ˙ , the geodesic connectingp andq is unique, as follows from the normal form
(3.2), only among the geodesics withP .0/ close tov0. Also,J is determined uniquely up to a multiplicative constant.
Next, once we prove thaṫ is smooth, then̨ 2 Np.v/ andˇ 2 Nq.w/ by (a) (see also (3.2)), but (4.17) gives
something more than that — it restricts.˛; ˇ/ to an one-dimensional space.

Remark 4.3. It is a natural question whetherjJ 0.0/j D jJ 0.1/j. One can show that generically, this is not the case.

Proof. By [12, Lemma IX.3.5], the conjugate of d expp.v/, w.r.t. the metric form is given by

(4.18)
�
d expp.v/

��
D d expq.w/;

where we use the notation (3.1). The normal to˙.p/ atq is in the orthogonal complement to the image of d expp.v/,
that by (4.18) is Ker d expq.w/ D Nq.w/. This proves (a).

Then we get by (4.18), (4.15) (whereb D 0) thata 2 Nq.w/, where we identify the covectora with a vector by
the metric.

We will use now [12, Lemma IX.3.4]: for any two Jacobi fieldsJ1, J2 along a fixed geodesic, the Wronskian
hJ 0

1
; J2i�hJ1; J 0

2
i is constant. Along the geodesic connectingp andq, in fixed coordinates nearp, let QJ be determined

by QJ .0/ D ej , QJ 0.0/ D 0. Hereej has componentsıi
j . If p andq are conjugate to each other, thenQJ .1/ is the equal

to the variation@q=@pj , and this is independent on the choice of the local coordinates, as long asej is considered as
a fixed vector atp. Define another Jacobi field byJ.1/ D 0, J 0.1/ D a, wherea is as in (4.16) but considered as a
vector. Denote the field in the brackets in (4.16) byXj . Then

Xj D ha; QJ .1/i(4.19)

D hJ 0.1/; QJ .1/i

D hJ 0.1/; QJ .1/i � hJ.1/; QJ 0.1/i

D hJ 0.0/; QJ .0/i � hJ.0/; QJ 0.0/i

D J 0
j .0/:

This proves (4.17).
The proof of (c) follows directly from Lemma 4.3. �

5. THE SCHWARTZ KERNEL OFN NEAR THE DIAGONAL AND MAPPING PROPERTIES OFX AND N

5.1. The geodesic case.Let exp be the exponential map of the metricg. ThenX is the weighted geodesic ray
transform. One way to parametrize the geodesics is the following. LetH be any orientable hypersurface with the
property that it intersects transversally, at one point only, any geodesic in˝ issued from a point inU . For our local
analysis,H can be an arbitrarily small surface intersecting transversallyp0;v0

, so let us fix that choice. Let d VolH be
the induced measure inH , and let� be a smooth unit normal vector field onH consistent with the orientation ofH .
LetH consists of all.p; �/ 2 SM with the property thatp 2 H and� is not tangent toH , and positively oriented,
i.e., h�; �i > 0. Introduce the measure d� D hn; �i d VolH .p/ d�p.�/ onH. Then one can parametrize all geodesics
intersectingH transversally by their intersectionp with H and the corresponding direction, i.e., by elements inH. An
important property of d� is that it introduces a measure on that geodesics set that is invariant under a different choice
of H by the Liouville Theorem, see e.g., [16].
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The weighted geodesic transformX can be defined as in (2.1) for.p; �/ 2 H instead of.p; �/ 2 U because
transporting.p; v/ along the geodesic flow does not change the integral. Since we assumed originally that� is localized
near a small enough neighborhood ofp0;v0

, we get that� is supported in a small neighborhood of.p0; �0/ in H. We
view X as the following map

X W L2.M / ! L2.H; d�/;

restricted to a neighborhood of.p0; �0/. This map is bounded, see [15], and this also follows from our analysis ofN .
By the proof of Proposition 1 in [16],X �X is given by

(5.1) X �Xf .p/ D
1p

detg.p/

Z
SpM

Z
N�.p; �/�

�
expp.t�/; Pexpp.t�/

�
f .expp.t�// dt d�p.�/:

We therefore proved the following.

Proposition 5.1. Let expbe the geodesic exponential map. LetX be the weighted geodesic ray transform (2.1), and
let N be as in (2.2), depending on�]. Then

X �X D N with �] D N�:

Split thet integral in (5.1) in two: fort > 0 and fort < 0, and make a change of variables.t; �/ 7! .�t; ��/ in the
second one to get

(5.2) X �Xf .p/ D
1p

detg.p/

Z
TpM

W .p; v/f .expp.v// d Vol.v/;

where

W D jvj
�nC1

�
N�.p; v=jvj/�

�
expp.v/; Pexpp.v/=jvj

�
C N�.p; �v=jvj/�

�
expp.v/; � Pexpp.v/=jvj

��
:

(5.3)

Note thatj Pexpp.v/j D jvj in this case.
Next we recall a result in [16]. Part (a) is based on formula (5.2) after a change of variables.

Theorem 5.1([16]). Letexpbe the exponential map ofM . Assume thatexpp W exp�1
p .M / ! M is a diffeomorphism

for p nearp0.
(a) Then forp in the same neighborhood ofp0,

(5.4) X �Xf .p/ D
1p

detg.p/

Z
A.p; q/

f .y/

�.p; q/n�1

ˇ̌̌
det

@2.�2=2/

@p@q

ˇ̌̌
dq;

where

A.p; q/ D N�.p; � gradp �/�.q; gradq �/ C N�.p; gradp �/�.q; � gradq �/:

(b) X �X is a classical	DO of order�1 with principal symbol

(5.5) �p.X �X /.x; �/ D 2�

Z
SxM

ı.�.�//j�.x; �/j2 d�x.�/;

where�.�/ D �i�
j , andı is the Dirac delta function.

Note that the integral (5.4) is not written in an invariant form but one can easily check that writing it w.r.t. the
volume form, the kernel is invariant. We also note that in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we apply the theorem above by
restricting suppf and the region where we studyNf to a small enough neighborhood ofp0, where we there will be
no conjugate points. This gives the	DO partA of N in Theorem 2.1.
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Mapping properties of X . Let .x0; xn/ be semigeodesic coordinates onH nearx0. Then.x0; � 0/ parameterize the
vectors near.x0; �0/. We define the Sobolev spaceH 1.H/ of functions constant along the flow, supported near the
flow-out of .x0; �0/ as theH s norm in those coordinates w.r.t. the measure d�. We can chose another such surfaceH

nearq0 with some fixed coordinates on it; the resulting norm will the be equivalent to that onH.

Proposition 5.2. With the notation and the assumptions above, for anys � 0, the operators

X W H s
0 .V / �! H sC1=2.H/;(5.6)

X �X W H s
0 .V / �! H sC1.V /(5.7)

are bounded.

Proof. Recall first that the weight� localizes in a small neighborhood of.0; P0/. Let firstf has small enough support
in a set that we will callM0. ThenM0 will be a simple manifold if small enough. Then we can replaceH by another
surfaceH0 that lies inM0, and denote byH0 the correspondingH . This changes the original parameterization to a
new one, that will give us an equivalent norm.

Then, ifs is a half-integer,

kXf k
2
H sC1=2.H0/

� C
X

j˛j�2sC1

ˇ̌̌ �
@˛

x0;�0Xf; Xf
�

L2.H0/

ˇ̌̌
D C

X
j˛j�2sC1

ˇ̌̌ �
X �@˛

x0;�0Xf; f
�

L2.H0/

ˇ̌̌
:

The term@˛
x0;�0Xf is a sum of weighted ray transforms of derivatives off up to orderj˛j. ThenX �@˛

x0;�0X is a	DO
of orderj˛j � 1 becauseM0 is a simple manifold. That easily implies

kXf kH sC1=2.H0/ � C kf kH s :

The case of generals � 0 follows by interpolation, see, e.g., [18, Sec 4.2].
To finish a proof, we cover0 with open sets so that the closure of each one is a simple manifold. Choose a finite

subset and a partition of unity1 D
P

�j related to that. Then we apply the estimate above to eachX�j f on the
correspondingHj . We then have finitely many Sobolev norms that are equivalent, and in particular equivalent to the
one onH. This proves (5.6).

To prove the continuity ofX �X , we need to estimate the derivatives ofX �X . We have that@˛X �Xf is sum of
operatorsX�˛

of the same kind but with possibly different weights applied to derivatives ofXf up to orderj˛j, see
(5.1). Let firsts D 0. Forf , h in C 1

0
.V /, jˇj D 1, we haveˇ̌̌ �

f; X �
�ˇ

@
ˇ

x0;�0Xh
�

L2.V /

ˇ̌̌
� C kX�ˇ

f kH 1=2kXhkH 1=2 � C kf kL2.V /khkL2.V /:

In the last inequality, we used (5.6) that we proved already. This proves (5.7) fors D 0.
Fors � 1, integer, we can “commute” the derivative in@˛X �X with X �X by writing it as a finite sum of operators

of the typeX �
Q̌
XˇPˇf , jˇj � j˛j, wherePˇ are differential operators of ordeř. To this end, we first “commute”

it with X �, as above, and then withX . Then we apply (5.7) withs D 0. The case of generals � 0 follows by
interpolation. �

Remark 5.1. We did not use the fold condition here. In fact, Proposition 5.2 holds without any assumptions on the
type of the conjugate points, as long asV is contained in a small enough neighborhood of a fixed geodesic segment
that extends to a larger one with both endpoints outsideV . Note that proving the mapping properties ofX �X based on
its FIO characterization is not straightforward, and we would get the same conclusion under some assumptions only,
for example that the canonical relation is a canonical graph; that is not always true.

Remark 5.2. A global version of Proposition 5.2 can easily be derived by a partition of unity in the phase space.
Let .M; g/ be a compact non-trapping Riemannian manifold with boundary. LetM1 be another such manifold which
interior includesM , and assume that@M1 is strictly convex. SuchM1 always exists if@M is strictly convex. Let
@�SM1 denote the vectors with base point on@M pointing intoM1. Then we can parameterize all (directed) geodesics
with points in@�SM1, that plays the role ofH above. Then fors � 0,

X W H s
0 .M / �! H sC1=2.@�SM1/; X �X W H s

0 .M / �! H sC1.M1/

are bounded.
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5.2. General regular exponential maps.Let now exp be a regular exponential map. As above, we split thet -integral
in the second line below into two parts to get

Nf .p/ D

Z
�].p; �/Xf .p; �/ d�p.�/

D

Z
SpM

Z
�].p; �/�

�
expp.t�/; Pexpp.t�/

�
f .expp.t�// dt d�p.�/

D

Z
TpM

W .p; v/f .expp.v// d Vol.v/;

(5.8)

where

W D jvj
�nC1

�
�].p; v=jvj/�

�
expp.v/; Pexpp.v/=jvj

�
C �].p; �v=jvj/�

�
expp.v/; � Pexpp.v/=jvj

��
:

(5.9)

Theorem 5.2. Let expp.v/ satisfy (R1) and (R4) and assume that for any.p; �/ 2 supp�], t� is not a conjugate
vector atp for t such thatexpp.t�/ 2 suppf . ThenN is a classical	DO of order�1 with principal symbol

(5.10) �p.N /.x; �/ D 2�

Z
SxM

ı.�.�//.�]�/.x; �/ d�x.�/;

where�.�/ D �i�
j , andı is the Dirac delta function.

Proof. The theorem is essentially proved in Section 4 of [6], where the exponential map is related to a geodesic like
family of curves. We will repeat the arguments there in this more general situation.

Notice first that it is enough to study small enoughjt j. Fix local coordinatesx nearp0. By (R4),

expx.t�/ D x C tm.t; � I x/; m.0; � I x/ D �;

with a smooth functionm near.0; �0; p0/. Introduce new variables.r; !/ 2 R � SxM by

r D t jm.t; � I x/j; ! D m.t; � I x/=jm.t; � I x/j;

wherej � j is the norm in the metricg.x/. Then.r; !/ are polar coordinates for expx.t�/ � x D r! with r that can be
negative, as well, i.e.,

expx.t�/ D x C r!:

The functions.r; !/ are clearly smooth gotjt j � 1, andx close top0. Let

J.t; � I x/ D det dt;v.r; !/

be the Jacobi determinant of the map.t; v/ 7! .r; !/. By (R4),J jtD0 D 1, therefore that map is a local diffeomorphism
from .�"; "/ � SxM to its image for0 < " � 1. It is not hard to see that for0 < " � 1 it is also a global
diffeomorphism, because it is clearly injective. Lett D t.x; r; !/, � D �.x; r; !/ be the inverse functions defined by
that map. Then

t D r C O.jr j/; � D ! C O.jr j/; Pexp.t�/ D ! C O.jr j/:

Assume that the weight� in (2.2) vanishes forp outside some small neighborhood ofp0. Then after a change of
variables, we get

Nf .x/ D

Z
SxM

Z
A.x; r; !/f .x C r!/ drd�x.!/;

where
A.x; r; !/ D �].x; �.x; r; !//�.x C r!; ! C rO.1//J �1.x; r; !/

with J as before, but written in the variables.x; r; !/. By [6, Lemma 2],N is a classical	DO with a principal symbol

(5.11) 2�

Z
SxM

ı.�.!//A.x; 0; !/ d�x.!/ D 2�

Z
SxM

ı.�.!//�].x; !/�.x; !/ d�x.!/:

�
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Remark 5.3. Formulas (5.2) and (5.8) are valid regardless of possible conjugate points. In our setup, the supports
of �, �] guarantee that expp.t�/, for .p; �/ close to.p0; �0/ reaches a conjugate point fort > 0 but not for t < 0.
Therefore, near the conjugate pointq of p, the second term on the r.h.s. of (5.3), and (5.9), respectively, vanishes.

6. THE SCHWARTZ KERNEL OFN NEAR THE CONJUGATE LOCUṠ

We will introduce first three invariants. LetF W M ! N be a smooth orientation preserving map between two
orientable Riemannian manifolds.M; g/ and.N; h/. Then one defines det dF invariantly by

(6.1) F�.d VolN / D .det dF / d VolM ;

see also [12, X.3]. In local coordinates,

(6.2) det dF.x/ D

s
deth.F.x//

detg.x/
det

@F.x/

@x
:

We choose an orientation ofS.p0/ nearv0, as a surface inTp0
M by choosing a unit normal field so that the

derivative of det d expp0
.v/ along it is positive onS.p/. Then we extend this orientation toS.p/ for p close top0 by

continuity. On Figure 2, the positive side is the one belowS.p/, if v is the first conjugate vector along the geodesic
through.p; v/. Then we choose an orientation oḟ.p/ so that the positive side is that in the range of expp. On
Figure 2, the positive side is to the left oḟ.p/. The so chosen orientations conform with the signs of�n andyn in
the normal form (3.2).

Next we synchronize the orientations ofTpM andM nearq by postulating that expp is an orientation preserving
map from the positive side ofS.p/, as described above, to the positive side of˙.p/.

For eachp 2 M , the transformation laws inT TpM under coordinate changes on the base show thatTpM has the
natural structure of a Riemannian manifold with the constant metricg.p/. Then one can define det d expp invariantly
as above. Let d Volp be the volume form inTpM , and let d Vol be the volume form inM . Then det d expp is defined
invariantly by

(6.3) exp�p d Vol D
�
det d expp

�
d Volp :

In local coordinates,

det d expp D

s
detg.expp v/

detg.p/
det

@

@v
expp.v/;

where, with some abuse of notation,g.p/ is the metricg in fixed coordinates near a fixedp0, andg.expp v/ is the
metricg in a possibly different system of fixed coordinates nearq0 D expp0

v0. Set

(6.4) A.p; v/ WD jd det d expp.v/j:

Since det d expp.v/ is a defining function forS.p/, its differential is conormal to it. By the fold condition,A 6D 0.
One can check directly thatA is invariantly defined oṅ .

By (3.3), for .p; v/ 2 S , the differential of expp maps isomorphicallyTvS.p/ (equipped with the metric on that
plane induced byg.p/) into Tq˙ , with the induced metric. LetD be the determinant of expp jS.p/, i.e.,

(6.5) D WD det
�
d expp jTvS.p/

�
;

defined invariantly by (6.1). We synchronize the orientations ofS.p/ and˙.p/ so thatD > 0.
We express next the weightW .p; v/ restricted toS in terms of the variables.p; q/. For.p; q/ 2 ˙ , v D exp�1

p .q/,
where we inverted expp restricted toS . Let w D w.p; q/ be defined as in (3.1) withv as above. Then we set, see also
(5.9), and Remark 5.3,

(6.6) W˙ .p; q/ WD W
�
.p; exp�1

p .q//j˙ D jvj
1�n�].p; v=jvj/�.q; �w=jvj/

For p close top0, ˙.p/ dividesM in a neighborhood ofq0 into two parts: one of them is in the range of expp.v/

for v nearv0, that is the positive one w.r.t. the chosen orientation; the other is not. Letz0.p; q/ be the distance from
q to ˙.p/ with a positive sign in the first region, and with a negative sign in the second one. Then for a fixedp,
z0 D z0.p; q/ is a normal coordinate tȯ .p/ depending smoothly onp, and˙ is given locally byz0 D 0. Thenz0

is a defining function foṙ , i.e.,˙ D fz0 D 0g and dp;qz0 6D 0 because dqz0 6D 0. Let z00 D z00.p; q/ 2 R2n�1 be
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such that its differential restricted toT ˙ is an isomorphism at.p0; q0/. Since dz00 and dz0 are linearly independent,
z D z.z0; z00/ are coordinates near.p0; q0/. One way to constructz00 is the following. Choose.znC1; : : : ; z2n/,
depending onp only, to be local coordinates forp, and to choose.z0; z2; : : : ; zn/, depending onp and q, to be
semi-geodesic coordinates ofq near˙.p/.

The next theorem shows that near˙ , the operatorN has a singular but integrable kernel with a conormal singularity
of the type1=

p
z0.

Theorem 6.1. Near˙.p/, the Schwartz kernelN.p; q/ of N (with respect to the volume measure) near.p0; q0/ is of
the form

(6.7) N D W˙

p
2

p
ADz0

.1 C
p

z0R.
p

z0; z00//;

whereW˙ D W˙ .z00/, A D A.z00/, D D D.z00/, andR is a smooth function.

Proof. We start with the representation (5.8). We will make the change of variablesy D expp.v/ for .p; v/ close to
.p0; v0/ as always. Theny will be on the positive side oḟ .p/, and the exponential map is 2-to-1 there. We split the
integration in (5.8) in two parts: one, wherev is on the positive side ofS.p/, that we callNCf , and the other one we
denote byN�f . Then

N˙f .p/ D

Z
SpM

Z
Wf .y/

�
det d exp˙p .v/

��1
d Vol.y/;(6.8)

whereW is as in (6.6) but not restricted tȯ , and.exp˙
p /�1 there is the corresponding inverse in each of the two

cases.
To prove the theorem, we need to analyze the singularity of the Jacobian determinant det d expp.v/ near˙.p/. It

is enough to do this at.p0; v0/.
Let y D .y0; yn/ be semi-geodesic coordinates near˙.q0/, q0 D expp0

.v0/, and lety0 correspond toq0. We
assume thatyn > 0 on the positive side oḟ .p/. In other words,yn D z0.p0; q/.

We have
d Vol.y/ D det

�
dv expp.v/

�
d Vol.v/

The form on the left can be written as d Vol˙.p/.y
0/ dyn; while the one on the right, restricted toS.p/, equals

d VolS.p/.v
0/ dvn in boundary normal coordinates toS.p/, wherevn > 0 gives the positive side ofS.p/. On the other

hand, by (6.5),
d Vol˙.p/.y

0/ D D d VolS.p/.v
0/:

We therefore get
D dyn

D det
�
d expp.v/

�
dvn:

By the definition ofA, we have

(6.9) det dv expp.v/ D Avn.1 C O.vn//:

Therefore,
D dyn

D A.1 C O.vn// vndvn:

Sinceyn D 0 for vn D 0, we get

yn
D .vn/2 A

2D
.1 C O.vn//:

Solve this forvn and plug into (6.9) to get

(6.10) det d expp.v/ D ˙
p

2ADyn
�
1 C O˙

�p
yn
��

:

HereO˙

�p
yn
�

denotes a smooth function of
p

yn near the origin with coefficients smooth iny0, that vanishes at
yn D 0. The positive/negative sign corresponds tov belonging to the positive/negative side ofS.p/. By (6.8),

(6.11) N˙f .p/ D

Z
Wf .y/

1p
2ADyn

�
1 C O˙

�p
yn
��

d Vol.y/:
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We replaceA0, D0 in (6.11) by their values atyn D 0; the error will then just replace the remainder term above by
another one of the same type. Similarly,W D W .p; v/, where expp.v/ D q. Solving the latter forv D v.p; q/

provides a function having a finite Taylor expansion in powers of
p

yn of any order, with smooth coefficients. The
leading term is what we denoted byW˙ that is a smooth function oṅ .

With the aid of (6.2), it is easy to see that (6.11) is a coordinate representation of the formula (6.7) at the so fixed
p. Whenp varies nearp0, it is enough to notice that since we already wrote the integral in invariant form,yn then
becomes the functionz0.p; q/ introduced above. Forz00 we then havez00.p; q/ D .x.p/; y0.p; q//. Finally, we note
that another choice ofz00 so that.z0; z00/ are coordinates would preserve (6.7) with a possibly differentR. �

7. N AS A FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATOR. PROOF OFTHEOREM 2.1

We are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1. By Theorem 6.1, near˙ , the Schwartz kernel ofN has a
conormal singularity aṫ , supported on one side of it, that admits a singular expansion in powers of

p
z0

C, with a
leading singularity1=

p
z0

C. The Fourier transform of the latter is

(7.1)
p

�e�i�=4.�
�1=2
C C i��1=2

� /

where�C D max.�; 0/, �� D .��/C. The singularity near� D 0 can be cut off, and we then get a symbol of
order�1=2, depending smoothly on the other2n � 1 variables. Therefore, neaṙ, the kernel ofN belongs to the
conformal classI�n=2.M � M; ˙ I C/, see e.g., [9, 18.2]. It is elliptic when�].p0; �0/�].q0; �w0/ 6D 0 by (5.9),
(6.6). Therefore, the kernel ofN near˙ is a kernel of an FIO associated to the LagrangianT �˙ . Moreover, the
amplitude of the conormal singularity aṫ is in the classS�1=2;1=2

phg (polyhomogeneous of order�1=2, having an

asymptotic expansion in integer powers ofj�j1=2), see also (9.13) and (9.14).

8. THE TWO DIMENSIONAL CASE

Theorem 8.1. Let dimM D 2. Assume that (R1) – (R5) are fulfilled. ThenN �˙ n 0, near .p0; �0; q0; �0/, is the
graph of a local diffeomorphismT �M n 0 2 .p; �/ 7! .q; �/ 2 T �M n 0, homogeneous of order one in its second
variable (a canonical graph).

Proof. For .p; �/ near.p0; �0/, there are exactly two smooth maps that map� to a unit normal vector. We choose the
one that maps�0 to v0=jv0j. Then we map the latter tov 2 S.p/. Since the radial ray throughv is transversal toS.p/,
that map is smooth. Knowingv, then we can expressq D expp.v/ 2 ˙.p/ andw D � Pexpp.v/ as smooth functions of
.p; �/ as well. Then in local coordinates,� D �i@ expi

q.w/=@q, see (4.12), that in particular proves the homogeneity.
By (R5), this map is invertible. �

The principal symbol ofX �X in the geodesics case, see Theorem 5.1, and (5.5), is given by

(8.1) �p.X �X /.x; �/ D 2�j�.x; �?=j�?
j/j2;

where�? is a continuous choice of a vector field normal to� and of the same length so that atp D p0, �?
0

=j�?
0

j D �0,
��?

0
=j � �?

0
j D �0; therefore, the sign of the angle of rotation is different near�0 and near��0. Notice that (5.5) in

the two dimensional case is a sum of two terms but we assumed that� is supported neat.p0; �0/, therefore only one
of the terms is non-trivial. A similar remark applies to (5.10).

Theorem 6.1 takes the following form in two dimensions, in the Riemannian case.

Corollary 8.1. Let n D 2 and letexp be the exponential map of a Riemannian metric. With the notation of Theo-
rem 6.1, we then have

(8.2) N D W˙

p
2

p
Bz0

.1 C
p

z0R.
p

z0; z00//;

where

B D

ˇ̌̌ d

dN
det d expp.v/

ˇ̌̌
is evaluated atv 2 S.p/ such thatq D expp.v/, andd=dN stands for the derivative in the direction ofNp.v/.
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FIGURE 3. The 2D case

Proof. Note first thatB 6D 0 by the fold condition. Let� be the (acute) angle betweenS.p/ andNp.v/ at v. Since
Np.v/ is orthogonal to the radial ray atv, we can introduce an orthonormal coordinate system atv with the first
coordinate vector beingv=jvj, and the second one: the positively oriented unit vector alongNp.v/, that we call�. Let
us parallel transport this frame along the geodesicp;v; and invert the direction of the tangent vector to conform with
our choice ofw atq. In particular, this introduces a similar coordinate system near the corresponding vectorw atq in
the conjugate locus. In these coordinates then

(8.3) d expp.v/ D

�
�1 0

0 j=jvj

�
;

wherej is uniquely determined byJ.t/ D j .t/�.t/, whereJ.t/ is the Jacobi field withJ.0/ D 0, J 0.0/ D �,
and�.t/ is the parallel transport of�, compare that with (4.1). The extra factor1=jvj comes from the fact that we
normalizev now in our basis, so that the result would be the Jacobian determinant. Then the Jacobi determinant
det d expp.v/ is given by�j=jvj. In particular, for.p; v/ 2 S we have d expp.v/ D diag.�1; 0/. Note thatj depends
onv as well, therefore its differential that essentially gives d det d expp.v/ depends on the properties of the Jacobi field
under a variation of the geodesic.

Now, it easily follows from the definition (6.5) ofD that

D D sin�:

On the other hand, d det d expp.v/ is conormal toS.p/, therefore, the derivative of det d expp.v/ in the direction of
Np.v/ satisfies ˇ̌̌ d

dN
det d expp.v/

ˇ̌̌
D jd det d expp.v/j sin� D A sin� D AD:

�

9. RESOLVING THE SINGULARITIES IN THE GEODESIC CASE

Let, as before,.p0; q0/ be a pair of fold conjugate points along0, andX be the ray transform with a weight that
localizes near0. We want to see whether we can resolve the singularities off nearp0 and nearq0 knowing that
Xf 2 C 1, and more generally, whether we can invertX microlocally. Assume for simplicity thatp0 6D q0.

We will restrict ourselves to the geodesic case only but the same analysis holds without changes to the case of
magnetic geodesics as well. We avoid the formal introduction of magnetic geodesics for simplicity of the exposition.
Assume also that

(9.1) �.p; �/�.q; �w=jwj/ 6D 0; for .p; �/ 2 U0;
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FIGURE 4

where.q; w/ are given by (3.1), andU c U0 3 .p0; �0/. This guarantees the microlocal ellipticity of the	DO A near
N �.p0; v0/ andN �.q0; w0/ in Theorem 2.1, see Theorem 5.1.

9.1. Sketch of the results.We explain the results before first in an informal way. As we pointed out in the Introduc-
tion, Xf . / for geodesics near0 can only provide information for WF.f / nearN �0, and does not “see” the other
singularities. The analysis below based on Theorem 2.1, shows that on a principal symbol level, the operatorjDj1=2F

behaves as a Radon type of transform on the curves (whenn D 2) or the surfaces (whenn � 3) ˙.p/. Similarly, its
adjoint behaves as a Radon transform on the curves/surfaces˙.q/. Therefore, there are two geometric objects that
can detect singularities atp0 conormal tov0: the geodesic0 D p0;v0

(and those close to it) and the conjugate locus
˙.q0/ throughp0 (and those corresponding to perturbations ofv0). We refer to Figure 4.

When n D 2, the information coming from integrals along the two curves (and their neighborhoods) may in
principle cancel; and we show in Theorem 9.2 that this actually happens, at least to order one. Whenn � 3, the
Radon transform oveṙ .q/ 3 p competes with the geodesic transform over geodesics throughp. Depending on the
properties of that Radon transform, the information that we get for˙�0 may or may not cancel because�0 is conormal
both to0 and˙.q0/. On the other hand, for any other�1 conormal tov0 but not parallel to�0, the geodesic0 (and
those close to it) can detect whether it is in WF.f / but the Radon transform restricted to small perturbations ofv0

(and therefore ofq0) will not. Thus, we can invertN microlocally at such.p0; �1/.
Now, whenn � 3, we may try to invertN even at�0 by choosingv’s close tov0 but normal to�0. If �0 happens

not to be conormal to the corresponding conjugate locus˙.q.p0; v// at p0, we can just use the argument above with
the newv. In particular, if the map (4.3) is a local diffeomorphism, this can be done.

This suggests the following sufficient condition for invertingN at .p0; �1/:

(9.2) 9�1 2 Sp0
M , so that�.p0; �1/ 6D 0, �1.�1/ D 0, and�1 is not conormal tȯ .q.p0; �1// atp0.

Above,˙.q.p0; �1// is the conjugate locus to the pointq that is conjugate top0 alongp0;�1
. We normally denote

that point byq.p0; v1/, wherev1 2 S.p0/ has the same direction as�1.
In case of the geodesic transform, one could formulate (9.2) in terms of the map (4.3) as follows:

(9.3) 9v1 2 S.p0/, so that�.p0; v1=jv1j/ 6D 0, �1.v1/ D 0, and�1 is not the image ofv1 under the map (4.3) atp0.

In Section 10.3, we present an example where (4.3) is a local diffeomorphism, therefore (9.2) holds. In Section 10.4
we present another example, where (9.2) fails.
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9.2. Recovery of singularities in all dimensions.We proceed next with analysis of the recovery of singularities.
Let �1;2 be smooth functions onM that localize nearp0, andq0, respectively, i.e., supp�1 � U1, supp�2 �

U2, whereU1;2 are small enough neighborhoods ofp andq, respectively. Assume that�1, �2 equal1 in smaller
neighborhoods ofp0, q0, wheref1, f2 are supported. Thenf WD f1 C f2 is supported inU1 [ U2 and we can write

(9.4) �1Nf D A1f1 C F12f2;

whereA1 D �1N�1 is a	DO by Theorem 5.2, whileF12 D �1N�2 is the FIO that we denoted byF in Theorem 2.1.
By (R5), we can do the same thing nearq0 to get

(9.5) �2Nf D A2f2 C F21f1;

whereA2 D �2N�2, F21 D �2N�1. It follows immediately thatF21 D F�
12

. Recall thatF12 D F in the notation of
Theorem 2.1. AssumingX �Xf 2 C 1, we get

(9.6) A1f1 C Ff2 2 C 1; A2f2 C F�f1 2 C 1:

Solve the first equation forf2, plug into the second one to get

(9.7)
�
Id � A�1

2 F�A�1
1 F

�
f2 2 C 1 near.q0; ˙�0/ ;

whereA�1
1

, A�1
2

, denote parametrices ofA1, A2 near.p0; ˙�0/, and.q0; ˙�0/, respectively. The operator in the
parentheses is a	DO of order0 if the canonical relation is a graph, that is true in particular whenn D 2, by
Theorem 8.1. In that case, if Id� A�1

2
F�A�1

1
F is an elliptic (as a	DO of order 0), near.q0; ˙�0/; then we can

recover the singularities. Without the canonical graph assumption, if it is hypoelliptic, then we still can.
Another way to express the arguments above is the following. Since�1;2 together with� restrict to conic neighbor-

hoods of.p0 ˙ �0/, and.q0 ˙ �0/, respectively, andA1;2, F , F� have canonical relations of graph type that preserve
the union of those neighborhoods, we may think off D f1 C f2 as a vectorf D .f1; f2/, and then

(9.8) F D

�
A1 F

F� A2

�
:

The operator Id� A�1
2

F�A�1
1

F can be considered then as the “determinant” ofF , up to elliptic factors.

Theorem 9.1. Let the canonical relation ofF be a canonical graph. With the assumptions and the notation above, if
the zeroth order	DO

(9.9) Id � A�1
2 F�A�1

1 F

is elliptic in a conic neighborhood of.q0; ˙�0/, thenXf 2 C 1 near .p0; �0/ (or more generally,Nf 2 C 1 near
p0 andq0) impliesf 2 C 1.

In the geodesic case in two dimensions, the principal symbol ofA�1
2

F�A�1
1

F is always1, see the Proposition 9.1
below.

Whenn � 3 andF is of graph type, thenA�1
2

F�A�1
1

F is of negative order, therefore we can resolve the singular-
ities.

Corollary 9.1. Let n � 3 and assume that the canonical relation ofF is a canonical graph. Then the conclusions of
Theorem 9.1 hold, i.e.,Xf 2 C 1 near.p0; �0/ (or more generally,Nf 2 C 1 nearp0, q0) impliesf 2 C 1.

Proof. In this case,A�1
1

F is an FIO of order1 � n=2 with the same canonical relation isF . Similarly A�1
2

F� is
an FIO of order1 � n=2 with a canonical relation that is a graph of the inverse canonical map. Their composition is
therefore a	DO of order2 � n < 0. Its principal symbol as a	DO of order0 is zero. The corollary now follows
from Theorem 9.1. �

In Section 10.3, we give an example where the assumptions of the corollary hold. Note that those assumptions are
stable under small perturbations of the dynamical system.

When the graph condition does not hold, the analysis is harder. Then (4.3) is not a local diffeomorphism. If its
range is a lower dimension submanifold, for example, we can at least recover the conormal singularities to�0 away
from it, as the corollary below implies. Note that below, (b) implies (a). Also, (9.1) is not needed; only ellipticity of�

at .p0; �0/ suffices.
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Corollary 9.2. LetXf 2 C 1 for  near0. Then
(a) If �1 2 Tp0

M n 0 is conormal tov0 but not conormal tȯ .q0/ (not parallel to�0), then

.p0; �1/ 62 WF.f /:

(b) The same conclusion holds if condition (9.2) or the equivalent (9.3) is fulfilled.

Proof. Note first thatA1 is elliptic at .p0; �/ by (9.1) and Theorem 5.1(b). By the first relation in (9.6),.p0; �1/ 2

WF.f1/ if and only if .p0; �1/ 2 WF.Ff2/. To analyze the latter, we will use the relation WF.Ff2/ � WF0.F / ı

WF.f2/, see [8, Thm 8.5.5]. Note also that in the notation in [8, Thm 8.5.5], WF.F /X is empty. By Theorem 6.1,
WF0.F / consists of those points in the canonical relationC, see (2.5), for which the conormal singularity in (6.7) is
not canceled by a zero weight.

Now, let�1 be as in (a). Since�1 is separated bẏ �0 by a conic neighborhood, one can choose a weight� onSM

that is constant along the geodesic flow, non-zero at.p0; �0/ and supported in a flow-out of a neighborhoodV of it
small enough such that the conormals to the corresponding conjugate loci atp0 stay away from a neighborhood of
�1. In the geodesics case, the condition is that the map (4.3) restricted toV, does not intersect a chosen small enough
conic neighborhood oḟ �0. This can always be done by continuity arguments. Then left projection of WF0.F / will
not be singular at.p0; �1/, and therefore,Ff2 will have the same property regardless of the singularities off2.

Statement (b) follows from (a) by varyingv nearv0 in directions normal to�1. �

9.3. Calculating the principal symbol of (9.9) in case of Riemannian surfaces.Let exp be the exponential map of
g, and letn � 2. We will taken D 2 later. Recall that the leading singularity of the kernel ofN near˙ is of the type
.z0

C/�1=2, by Theorem 6.1. We will composeF with a certain	DO R so that this singularity becomes of the type
ı.z0/. Then modulo lower order terms,FRf .p/ will be a weighted Radon transform over the surface˙.p/. In 2D,
that will be an X-ray type of transform. We are only interested in this composition acting on distributions with wave
front sets in a small conic neighborhoodW of .q0; ˙�0/.

The Fourier transform of.z0
C/�1=2 is given by (7.1). Its reciprocal is

��1=2ei�=4
�
h.�/�1=2

� ih.��/.��/1=2
�

D ��1=2ei�=4
�
h.�/ � ih.��/

�
j�j

1=2;

whereh is the Heaviside function, andj�j is the norm inT �
y M . We fix p nearp0 and local coordinatesx D x.p/

there, and we work in semi-geodesic coordinatesy D y.p; q/ nearq0 normal to˙.p/ oriented as in section 6. Letx

denote local coordinates nearq0. Let R be a properly supported	DO of order1=2 with principal symbol, equal to

(9.10) r.y; �/ D ��1=2ei�=4
�
h.�n/ � ih.��n/

�
j�j

1=2r0.y; �/;

inW, outside some neighborhood of the zero section, wherer0 is a homogeneous symbol of order0, an even function
of �. Note that

(9.11) jr j
2

D ��1
j�jr2

0 :

The appearance of the Heaviside function here can be explained by the fact thatN �˙ has two connected components:
near.p0; q0; ��0; �0/ and near.p0; q0; �0; ��0/; and the constants needs to be chosen differently in each component.

We start with computing the composition

(9.12) FR:

Since the kernel of (9.12) is the transpose of that ofRF 0, we will compute the latter; and we only need those
singularities that belong toW. Denote byF.p; q/ the Schwartz kernel ofF . Then the kernelF 0.q; p/ D F.p; q/ of
F 0 (with the notation conventionF 0f .q/ D

R
F 0.q; p/f .p/ d Vol.p/) can be written asF 0.q.x; y/; p.x// that with

some abuse of notation we denote again byF 0.y; x/. Then

(9.13) F 0.y; x/ WD .2�/�1

Z
eiyn�n QF 0.y0; �n; x/ d�n;

where QF 0 is the partial Fourier transform ofF w.r.t. yn, and there is no summation inyn�n. By Theorem 6.1 and (7.1),

(9.14) QF 0.y0; �n; x/ D �1=2e�i�=4
�
h.�n/ C ih.��n/

�
j�nj

�1=2G.x; y0; �n/
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whereG is a symbol w.r.t.�n, smoothly depending on.x; y0/ with principal part

G0 WD W˙

p
2

p
AD

:

Moreover, by Theorem 6.1,G has an expansion it terms of positive powers ofj�nj�1=2. In particular,G � G0 is an
amplitude of order�1=2 that contributes a conormal distribution in the classI�n=2�1=2.M � M; ˙ I C/, see, e.g.,
[9, Thm 18.2.8]. By the calculus of conormal singularities, see e.g., [9, Theorem 18.2.12], the kernel ofFR is of
conormal type atyn D 0 as well, with a principal symbol given by that ofF multiplied byr jynD0;�0D0. That principal
symbol coincides with the full one modulo conormal kernels of order1 less that the former, see the expansions in [9]
preceding Theorem 18.2.12. Since we assumed thatr0 is an even homogeneous function of� of order0, r0.y0; 0; 0; �n/

is a function ofy0 only for � in a conic neighborhood of.0; ˙1/, equal tor.y; 0; 0; 1/. Therefore, the principal part of
r.y; Dy/F 0.�; x/ is

(9.15) .2�/�1

Z
eiyn�nG0.x; �0/r0.y0; 0; 0; 1/ d�n D W˙

p
2

p
AD

r0.y0; 0; 0; 1/ı.yn/;

and the latter is inI�n=2C1=2.M � M; ˙ I C/. The “error” is determined by the next term of the principal symbol of
the compositionFR with G replaced byG0, that is of order1 lower and by the contribution ofG D G0 that is of
order�1=2 lower. Since the coordinates.y0; yn/ depend onp, as well,r0.y0; 0; 0; 1/ is actually the restriction ofr0

toN �˙.p/. So we proved the following.

Lemma 9.1. Let r0 be as in (9.10). Then moduloI�n=2.M � M; ˙ I C/, FR 2 I1=2�n=2.M � M; ˙ I C/ reduces to
the Radon transform

FRf .p/ '

Z
˙.p/

af dS; a WD r0jN�˙.p/ W˙

p
2

p
AD

;

wheredS is the Riemannian surface measure on˙.p/ that we previously denoted byd Vol˙.p/.

In two dimensions, this is an X-ray type of transform. In higher dimensions, this is a Radon type of transform on
the family of codimension one surfaceṡ.p/.

In what follows,n D 2.
We will computeRF�FR next. We have

(9.16)
Z

FRf FRh d Vol '

Z
M

Z
˙.p/

.af /.z0/ dS.z0/

Z
˙.p/

. Na Nh/.q/ dS.q/ d Vol.p/

modulo terms of the kind.Pf; h/, whereP is a	DO of order�3=2 or less.
In the latter integral,p parameterizes the curvė.p/, while q 2 ˙.p/ parameterizes a point on it. Another

parameterization is byp and� 2 S�
p M with � oriented positively; thenq D expp.v/, wherev 2 ˙.p/ and�.v/ D 0.

For the Jacobian of that change we have

(9.17) dS.q/ d Vol.p/ D D d VolS.p/.v/ d Vol.p/ D
jvjD

cos�
d�p.�/ d Vol.p/;

and we recall that d�p denotes the surface measure onSpM , that in this case is a circle. The canonical map.p; �/ !

.q; �/ is symplectic, and therefore preserves the volume form dp d�. Set

(9.18) K WD j�.p; �/j=j�j:

Then this map takesS�M into f.q; �/ 2 T �M I j�j D Kg. Project that bindle to the unit circle one, and setO� D �=j�j.
Then we have the map.p; �/ ! .q; O�/, and d Vol.p/ d�p.�/ D K2d Vol.q/ d�q. O�/.

When we perform those changes of variables in (9.16), we will have

(9.19) dS.q/ d Vol.p/ D
jwjDK2

cos�
d Vol.q/ d�q.�/;

wherep 2 M , q 2 ˙.p/, .q; �/ 2 S�M , and we removed the hat over�. Let w is the corresponding vector inS.q/

normal to�. That parameterizes the curves˙.p/ over which we integrate by initial pointsq and unit conormal vectors
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�. The latter can be replaced by unit tangent vectorsOw D w=jwj; then d Vol.q/ d�q.�/ D d Vol.q/ d�q. Ow/. Let us
denote the so parameterized curves bycq; Ow.s/, wheres is an arc-length parameter.

It remains to notice that the integral w.r.t.z0 2 ˙.p/ is an integral w.r.t. the arc-length measure on˙.p/, that we
denote bys. Then performing the change of the variables.p; q; z0/ 7! .q; Ow; z0/ in (9.16), we get

(9.20)
Z

FRf FRh d Vol '

Z
R�SqM �M

.af /.cq; Ow.s// Na.q; � Ow/ Nh.q/ ds
jwjDK2

cos�
d�q. Ow/ d Vol.q/:

Therefore, we get as in (5.2), (5.4),

R�F�FRf .q/ '
1p

det.g.q//

Z
a Na

jwjDK2

cos�

f .q0/

�.q; q0/
d Vol.q0/

'
1p

det.g.q//

Z ˇ̌
r0jN�˙.p/

ˇ̌2
jW˙ j

2 2jwjK2

A cos�

f .q0/

�.q; q0/
d Vol.q0/:

(9.21)

For the directional derivatives of det d expp.v/ D �J 0=jvj, see (8.3), we have that the derivative along the radial ray is
jJ 0.1/j=jvj by absolute value, while the derivative in the direction ofS.p/ vanishes. That implies

A cos� D jJ 0.1/j=jwj D K=jwj:

Therefore,

(9.22) R�F�FRf .q/ '
1p

det.g.q//

Z
2K

ˇ̌
r0jN�˙.p/

ˇ̌2
jW˙ j

2
jwj

2 f .q0/

�.q; q0/
d Vol.q0/:

Here.p; v/ is defined as follows. It is the point inSM that lies on the continuation of the geodesic throughq, q0 to its
conjugate point nearp0, The weight� restrictsq0 to a small neighborhood of0. Next,A2 restrictsq0 nearq0.

We compare (9.22) with (5.4) and (5.5). Notice that the Jacobian term in (5.4) at the diagonal equals
p

detg and
therefore cancels the factor in front of the integral in the calculation of the principal symbol. We therefore proved the
following.

Lemma 9.2. Let n D 2. ThenR�F�FR is a 	DO of order�1 with principal symbol moduloS�3=2 at .q; �/ near
.q0; �0/ given by

4�Kj�j
�1
ˇ̌
r0jN�˙.p/

ˇ̌2
j�.p; v=jvj/j2j�.q; �w=jwj/j2

Here w=jwj is a continuous choice of a unit vector normal to� at q, so that.q; w=jwj/ D .q0; w0=jw0j/ when
.q; �/ D .q0; �0/, andv=jvj is a parallel transport of�w=jwj fromq to its conjugate pointp along the geodesicq;w.

Later we use the notationw D �?=j�?j, andv D �?=j�?j.

Proposition 9.1. Letn D 2. Then

Id � A�1
2 F�A�1

1 F

is a	DO of order�1=2.

Proof. We apply Lemma 9.2 with��1=2ei�=4j�j1=2r0 being the principal symbol ofA�1=2
2

, see (9.10), whereA�1=2
2

is a parametrix ofA1=2
2

near.q0; ˙�0/. To this end, choose

��1=2ei�=4.2�/�1=2r0.q; �/ D .2�/�1=2
j�.q; �?=j�?

j/j�1;

see (8.1). Note that�.q; w=jwj/ D k.p; �v=jvj/ D 0 because of the assumption on supp�. Then
ˇ̌
r0jN�˙.p/

ˇ̌
D

2�1=2j�.q; �w=jwj/j�1, wherew is as in (3.1). The choice ofr0 yields RR� D A
�1=2
2

mod 	 �1. So Lemma 9.2
implies thatR�F�FR, and thereforeRR�F�F andA�1

2
F�F , have principal symbol

�p.A�1
2 F�F /.q; �/ D 2�Kj�.p; �?=j�?

j/j2=j�j
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We only need to insertA�1
1

betweenF� andF . By [10, Thm 25.3.5], modulo	DOs of order1 lower, the principal

symbol ofA�1
2

F�A�1
1

F is given by that ofA�1
2

F�F multiplied by the principal symbol
�
2�j�.p; v/j2j=j�j

��1
of

A�1
1

pushed forward by the canonical map ofF . In other words,

�p.A�1
2 F�A�1

1 F /.q; �/ D
2�j�.p; �?=j�?j/j2

j�j
K
h
2�j�..p; �?=j�?

j/j2=j�.q; �/j/
i�1

D 1:

�

The following lemma is needed below for the proof of Theorem 9.2.

Lemma 9.3. Let �1 and� both satisfy the assumptions for� in the Introduction, and let�.p0; �0/ 6D 0. Let� 2 	 0

have essential support near.p0; ˙�0/ [ .q0; ˙�0/ and Schwartz kernel in.U1 � U1/ [ .U2 � U2/. Then there exists
a zero order classical	DO Q with the same support properties so that

QX �
� X�� D X �

�1
X��; modI�3=2.M � M; � [N �˙; C/;

where� is the diagonal. In particular,QX �
� X�� � X �

�1
X�� W H s ! H sC3=2 is bounded for anys.

Proof. We defineQ D Q1 C Q2 whereQ1;2 have Schwartz kernels inU1 � U1 andU2 � U2, respectively. Following
the notation convention in (9.8),Q D diag.Q1; Q2/.

Then we chooseQ1 to have principal symbol

(9.23) N�1.p; �?=j�?
j/= N�.p; �?

j=j�?/

in a conic neighborhood of.p0; ˙�0/ with the same choice of�? as in (8.1). Next, we chooseQ2 with a principal
symbol

(9.24) N�1.q; �?=j�?
j/= N�.q; �?

j=j�?/

in a conic neighborhood of.q0; ˙�0/. Then

QX �
� X� D

�
Q1A1 Q1F

Q2F� Q2A2

�
:

Then, see (8.1),
�p.Q1A1/ D 2�. N�1�/.p; �?=j�?

j/j; �p.Q2A2/ D 2�. N�1�/.q; �?=j�?
j/:

For Q1F , Q2F�, we use the arguments used in the proof of Lemma 9.1. A representation of the Schwartz kernel of
F 0 as a conormal distribution is given by (9.13). The compositionQ2F� then is of the same conormal type with a
principal symbol equal to the complex conjugate of that ofF 0 multiplied by the symbol (9.24) restricted toN �˙ . This
replacesk] D N� in (6.6) by N�1. Since in (6.6),�] D N� we get thatQ2F� is of the same conormal type with leading
singularity as in Theorem 6.1, with

W˙ D jvj
�1

N�.p; v=jvj/�1.q; �w=jwj/:

This is however the leading singularity of�2X �
�1

X��1.
The proof forQ1F is the same with the roles ofp andq replaced. �

9.4. Cancellation of singularities on Riemannian surfaces.Assume in all dimensions that there are no conjugate
points on the geodesics inM , and that@M is strictly convex. LetM1 � M be an extension ofM so that the interior
of M1 containsM be as in Remark 5.2. Then if� 6D 0,

(9.25) kf kL2.M / � C kX �Xf kH 1.M1/ C Ckkf kH �k .M /; 8f 2 L2.M /;

for all k � 0, see [16, 6], and [17] for a class of manifolds with conjugate points. When we know thatX is injective,
for example when the weight is constant; then we can remove theH �k term. The same arguments there show that for
anys � 0,

(9.26) kf kH s.M / � C kX �Xf kH sC1.M1/ C Ckkf kH �k .M /; 8f 2 H s
0 .M /:
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ConsiderXf parameterized by points in@CSM1, that defines Sobolev spaces forXf as in section 5.1. Then

(9.27) kf kH s.M / � C kXf kH sC1=2.@CSM1/ C Ckkf kH �k .M /; 8f 2 H s
0 .M /; s � 0:

Indeed, in Proposition 5.2, one can completeM1 andH to closed manifolds, and then we would get thatX � W H s !

H sC1=2 is bounded. Then (9.27) follows by (9.26). Estimate (9.27) is sharp in view of Proposition 5.2. In the
following theorem, we show that (9.25), (9.27) fail in the 2D case, with a loss at least of one derivative in the first one,
and1=2 derivative in the second one.

Theorem 9.2. Let n D 2, and let0 be a geodesic ofg with conjugate points satisfying the assumptions in section 2.
Then for eachf2 2 H s.M /, s � 0, with WF.f2/ in a small neighborhood of.q0; ˙�0/, there existsf1 2 H s.M /

with WF.f1/ in a some neighborhood of.p0; ˙�0/ so that

Xf 2 H sC3=4 and X �Xf 2 H sC3=2; wheref WD f1 C f2:

In particular, if .M; g/ is a non-trapping Riemannian surface with boundary with fold type of conjugate points on
some geodesics, none of the inequalities (9.25), (9.27) can hold.

Remark 9.1. It is an open problem whether we can replaceH sC3=2 andH sC2 above withC 1. See Section 10.1 for
an example where this can be done.

Remark 9.2. If there are no conjugate points, one hasXf 2 H sC1=2, X �Xf 2 H sC1. Therefore, the conjugate
points are responsible for an1=4 derivative smoothing forXf , and an1=2 derivative smoothing forX �Xf

Proof. Let f2 be as in the theorem. Set

f1 D �A�1
1 Ff2;

where, as before,A�1
1

, A�1
2

are parametrices ofA1;2 in conic neighborhoods of.p0; ˙�0/ and.q0; ˙�0/, respectively.
Thenf1 belongs toH s and has a wave front set in small neighborhood of.p0 ˙ �0/, by Theorem 2.1. By construction
and by (9.4),

(9.28) �1X �Xf 2 C 1:

Next, by (9.28),

A2f2 C F�f1 D A2f2 � F�A�1
1 Ff2 D .A2 � F�A�1

1 F /f2:

The operator in the parentheses is a	DO of order�3=2 by Proposition 9.1. Therefore, see (9.5),

�2X �Xf D A2f2 C F�f1 2 H sC3=2:

We therefore getX �Xf 2 H sC3=2.U1 [ U2/.
To proveXf 2 H sC1, note first that above we actually proved that

(9.29) X �X.Id � A�1
1 F /� W H s.U2/ �! H sC3=2.U1 [ U2/

is bounded, being a	DO of order�3=2, where� denotes a zero order	DO with essential support in a small
neighborhood of.p0; ˙�0/ and Schwartz kernel supported inU2 � U2.

Our goal is to show that

X.Id � A�1
1 F /� W H s.U2/ �! H

sC3=4
0

.H/

is bounded. It is enough to prove that

(9.30) ��.Id � A�1
1 F /�X �P2sC3=2X.Id � A�1

1 F /� W H s.U2/ �! H �s.U2/

for any	DO P2sC3=2 of order2s C 3=2 onH. All adjoints here are in the correspondingL2 spaces. By (9.29),

(9.31) Q2sC3=2X �X.Id � A�1
1 F /� W H s.U2/ �! H �s.U2/

is bounded for any	DO Q2sC3=2 of order2s C 3=2.
To deduce (9.30) from (9.31), it is enough to “commute”X � with P2sC3=2 in (9.30). Let2sC3=2 be a non-negative

integer first. As in the proof of Proposition 5.2, we use the fact thatX �P2sC3=2 D .P �
2sC3=2

X /�, andP �
2sC2

Xf is a
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finite sum of X-ray transforms with various weights of derivatives off of order not exceeding2s C 2. Thus we can
write

(9.32) X �P2sC2 D

X
QQj X �

j ;

whereQj are differential operators onH of degree2s C 3=2 or less, andXj are likeX in (2.1) but with different
weights still supported where� is supported. By Lemma 9.3,QQj X �

j X D Rj X �X , whereRj is a	DO of the same

order as QQj . The proof of (9.30) is then completed by the observation that��.Id � A�1
1

F /� maps continuouslyH s

into itself, since the canonical relation ofF is canonical graph. �

10. EXAMPLES

In this section, we present a few examples. We start in Section 10.1 with the fixed radius circular transform in
the plane, where we can have cancellation of singularities similarly to Theorem 9.2 but we show that this happens
to any order. Then we consider in Section 10.2 the geodesic X-ray transform on the sphere, where the conjugacy is
not of fold type, but a similar result holds. Next, in Section 10.3, we study an example of magnetic geodesics in the
Euclidean spaceR3 with a constant magnetic field. We show that then the canonical relation ofF a canonical graph,
and therefore, one can resolve the singularities. Finally, in Section 10.4, we present an example of a Riemannian
manifold of product type where the graph condition is violated.

10.1. The fixed radius circular transform in the plane. Let R be the integral transform inR2 of integrating func-
tions over circles of radius1. We fix the negative orientation on those circles; then for each.x; �/ 2 SR2, there is a
unique unit circle passing throughx in the direction of� . It is very easy to see that the first conjugate point appears at
“time” � . The next one is at2� , that equals the period of the curve. If one originally choosesf supported near, say
.0; 0/ and.2; 0/; and chooses0 to be the arc of the circle that is a small extension offjx1 � 1j2 C x2

2
D 1; x2 � 0g,

then we are in the situation studied above. On the other hand, if we do not impose any assumptions on suppf , we will
get contributions that are smoothing operators only. Therefore, we do not need to restrict suppf .

The conjugate locuṡ .x/ is the circle

˙.x/ D fyI jy � xj D 2g

that is the envelope of all circles of radius1 passing throughx. It follows immediately that

Sx.v/ D fvI jvj D �g; Nx.v/ D Rei˛.2=�; �1/;

where we used complex identification to denote rotation by the angle˛ D arg.v/. Hence,S is a fold conjugate locus.
The other assumptions of the dynamical system are easy to check.

It is much more natural to parametrize those circles by their centers, we use the notationC.x/. Then

(10.1) Rf .x/ D

Z
C.x/

f d` D

Z
j!jD1

f .x C !/ d`! D

Z 2�

0

f .z C ei˛/ d˛:

Those circles are also magnetic geodesics w.r.t. the Euclidean metric and a constant non-zero Lorentzian force. Note
that the “geodesics” are naturally parametrized by a point inR2 as well (and that parametrization reflects the choice
of the measure w.r.t. which we takeR�, it is not hard to see that this is the same measure that we had before).

10.1.1. R as a convolution.It is well known and easy to see thatR is a convolution with the delta functionıS1 of the
unit circle

Rf D ıS1 � f:

Fourier transforming, we get

(10.2) R D 2�F�1J0.j�j/F ;

whereJ0 is the Bessel function of order0. This shows that

(10.3) R�R D .2�/2F�1J 2
0 .j�j/F :

Note thatJ 2
0

.j�j/ is not a symbol because it oscillates. In principle, one can use this representation to analyzeR�R.
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10.1.2. Integral representation.We write

.Rf; Rh/ D

Z Z
j!jD1

f .x C !/ d`!

Z
j� jD1

Nh.x C �/ d`� dx

D

Z Z
j!jD1

Z
j� jD1

f .y C ! � �/ Nh.y/ d`! d`� dy:

(10.4)

Therefore,

(10.5) R�Rf .x/ D

Z
j!jD1

Z
j� jD1

f .x C ! C �/ d`! d`� ;

compare with (5.1).
We will make the change of variablesz D ! C � . For0 < jzj < 2, there are exactly two waysz can be represented

this way. Write! D ei˛, � D eiˇ. Since d̀! D d˛, d̀ � D dˇ, and dz1 ^ dz2 D .�2i/�1dz ^ dNz, we get

dz1 ^ dz2 D
1

�2i

�
iei˛d˛ C ieiˇdˇ

�
^

�
�ie�i˛d˛ � ie�iˇdˇ

�
D sin.ˇ � ˛/ d˛ ^ dˇ

D sin.ˇ � ˛/ d`! ^ d`� :

It is easy to see thatjˇ � ˛j equals twice the angle betweenz D ! C � and� . Let r D jzj. Thenr=2 D cos j˛�ˇj

2
.

Elementary calculations then lead to

sinj˛ � ˇj D
r

2

p
4 � r2:

Therefore, (10.5) yields the following.

Proposition 10.1. LetR be the circular transform defined above. Then

(10.6) R�Rf .x/ D

Z
r<2

4

r
p

4 � r2
f .y/ dy; r WD jx � yj:

10.1.3. R�R as an FIO. The kernel has singularities near the diagonalx D y, and also near

˙ D fjx � yj D 2g:

That singularity is of the type.2 � jx � yj/�1=2, and for a fixedx the expression2 � jx � yj measures the distance
from the circle˙.x/ to the pointy inside that circle. We therefore get the same singularity as in Theorem 6.1. Note
also that

(10.7) N �˙ D f.x; x ˙ 2�=j�j; �; ��/I � 2 R2
n 0g:

Based on Proposition 10.1, and Theorem 2.1, we conclude thatR�R is an FIO of order�1 with a canonical relation
C of the following type. We have that.x; �; y; �/ 2 C if and only if .y; �/ D .x; �/ (that gives us the	DO part), or
.y; �/ D .x ˙ 2�=j�j; �/.

This can also be formulated also in the following form.

Theorem 10.1. LetR be the circular transform defined above. Then, modulo	 �1,

(10.8) R�R D A0 C FC C F�;

whereA0, FC andF� are Fourier multipliers with the properties
(a) A0 D 4�jDj�1 mod	 �1;
(b) F˙ are elliptic FIOs of order�1 with canonical relations of a graph type given by

(10.9) F˙ W .x; �/ 7! .x ˙ 2�=j�j; �/:

(c) F� D F�
C.

Proof. We start with the Fourier multiplier representation (10.2). The leading term of.2�/2J 2
0

.j�j/ is

(10.10)
8�

j�j
cos2.j� � �=4/ D

8�

j�j
.1 C sin.2j�j/ D 2�

 
2

j�j
C

e2ij�j

ij�j
�

e�2ij�j

ij�j

!
:
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Those three terms are the principal parts of the operators in (10.8). The first one gives4�jDj�1, while the second and
the third one are FIOs with phase functions�˙ D .x � y/ � � ˙ 2j�j. A direct calculation show that the canonical
relations ofF˙ are given by (10.9), indeed. For the complete proof of the theorem, we need the full asymptotic
expansion ofJ0.

We recall the well known expansion ofJ0.z/ for z ! 1:

J0.z/ �
p

2=.�z/ .P .z/ cos.z � �=4/ � Q.z/ sin.z � �=4// ;

where

P .z/ �

1X
kD0

pkz�2k ; Q.z/ �

1X
kD0

qkz�2k�1;

with some (explicit) coefficientspk , qk . In particular,p1 D 1, q1 D �1=8. Then

.2�/2J 2
0 .z/ �

2�

z

�
.P C iQ/ei.z��=4/

C .P � iQ/e�i.z��=4/
�2

�
2�

z

�
�i.P C iQ/2e2iz

C i.P � iQ/2e�2iz
C 2P 2

C 2Q2
�

:

We set

(10.11) A0 D 4�jDj
�1
�
P 2.jDj/ C Q2.jDj/

�
; F˙ D �2� ijDj

�1
�
P .jDj/ ˙ iQ.jDj/

�2
e˙2ijDj:

This completes the proof. �

We will now connect this to Theorem 2.1. Letp0 D .0; 0/, q0 D .2; 0/, v0 D .0; �/, w0 D .0; �/. Then
v0 2 S.p0/. Choose�0 D .1; 0/, conormal to the conjugate locuṡ.q0/ D fjx � q0j D 2g at p0; and choose
�0 D .1; 0/, conormal to the conjugate locuṡ.p0/ D fjx � p0j D 2g at q0. The directions of�0, �0 reflects the
choice of the orientation we made earlier. We refer to Figure 5.

FIGURE 5

If we localizeR nearv D v0, then the pseudo-differential part ofR��R is .1=2/A0, see (5.10). Therefore, in the
notation of Theorem 2.1,

A D
1

2
A0; F D FC C F�:
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The canonical relation ofFC maps.p0; �0/ into .q0; �0/, see Figure 5, while that ofF� maps.p0; ��0/ into .q0; ��0/.
This is consistent with the results in Theorem 2.1, where the Lagrangian has two disconnected components located
near.p0; q0; ˙�0; ��0/.

To analyze the operator (9.9), note first thatA1 D A2 D A0=2. Let us first analyze this operator applied to
distributions with wave front set near.q0; �0/ but not near.q0; ��0/. ThenF reduces toFC only, and we have,
modulo	 �1,

A�1
2 F�A�1

1 F D
1

4
A�2F�

CFC D Id;

see (10.11). The analysis near.q0; ��0/ is similar. Therefore, we have a stronger version of Theorem 9.2 in this case:
singularities can cancel to any order.

Theorem 10.2. Let f1 be any distribution withWF.f1/ supported in a small conic neighborhood of some.x0; �0/ 2

T �R2 n 0. Then there exists a distributionf2 with WF.f2/ supported in a small conic neighborhood of.x0 ˙

2�0=j�0j; �0/, that is an image ofWF.f1/ under the mapF˙, so thatR.f1 C f2/ 2 C 1 for all unit circles in a
neighborhood of the unit circleC.x0 ˙ �0/.

In other words, for a fixed circleC0 of radius1, there is a rich set of distributionsf , with any order of singularity
atN �C0, so that those singularities are invisible byX localized nearC0, i.e.,Xf 2 C 1. Explicit examples can be
constructed by choosingf2.x/ D ı.x �q0/, thenFf2 nearp0 is just given by the Schwartz kernel ofR�R, see (10.6).
To obtainf1, we apply2A�1

0
to the result.

We would like to emphasize on the fact that the theorem provides an example of cancellation of singularities for
the localized transform only. As we will see below,Rf 2 C 1 (globally) for f 2 E 0 impliesf 2 C 1. On the other
hand, without the compact support assumption, on can construct singular distributions in the kernel ofR, using the
Fourier transform.

10.1.4. The wave front set of a distribution inKerR. Now, if Rf D 0 or more generally, ifRf 2 C 1, one easily
gets that

(10.12) 8f 2 KerR, WF.f / is invariant under the action of the groupfFm
C ; m 2 Zg.

Then, if f is compactly supported (or more generally, smooth outside some compact set), we get that WF.f / must
be empty, i.e.,f 2 C 1.R2/. In other words, even though recovery of WF.f / is impossible by knowingXf locally,
as we saw above; the conditionXf 2 C 1 globally, together with the compact support assumption yielded a global
recovery of singularities. Here an important role is played by the fact thatX is translation invariant, and in particular,
our assumptions are valid for any.p0; �0/ 2 TSR2 that cannot be guaranteed in the general case. Also, the dynamics
is not time reversible; therefore for each.x0; �0/ 2 T �M n 0 there are two different curves throughx0 in our family.
The latter is true for general magnetic systems with a non-zero magnetic field, see [3].

Remark 10.1. One can see thatR is invertible onL2.M / by using Fourier transform, see (10.2). The formal inverse
is 1=J0.j�j/, and conjugating a compactly supported� with the Fourier transform, one gets a convolution in the�

variable that will smoothen out the zeros ofJ0.j�j/, thus producing a Fourier multiplier with asymptotic� j�j1=2. In
Lp.R2/ with p > 4 however it is not invertible, and elements of the kernel include functions with Fourier transforms
supported on the circlesJ0.j�j/ D 0, see also [19, 1].

Finally, we remark that in this case, one can studyR directly, instead ofR�R D R2, with the same methods. Our
goal however is to connect the analysis of this transform with our general results.

10.2. The X-ray transform on the sphere. Consider the geodesic ray transform on the sphereSn. The conjugate
points are not of fold type, instead they are of blow-down type. LetJ be the antipodal map.

Without going into details, we will just mention that then (2.3) still holds with

CN D jDj
�1

� jDj
�1J;

with some constantC , where the canonical relation ofF is the graph of the antipodal map, lifted toT �S2. Then
CN jDj D Id � J . The canonical graph is an involution, however (its square is identity), so arguments similar to that
in the previous example do not apply. That means that singularities may cancel. In fact, it is known thatR has an
infinitely dimensional kernel — all odd functions with respect toJ . This is a case opposite to the one above.
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In this casė consists of all antipodal pairs.x; y/, and has dimension 2 (and codimension 2), unlike the case above
(dimension 3 and codimension 1). On the other hand,N �˙ still has the same dimension (that is 2n=4, and this is
always the case as long aṡis smooth submanifold). One can see that the Lagrangian in this case is stillN �˙ .

10.3. Magnetic geodesics in R3. Consider the magnetic geodesic system in the Euclidean spaceR3 with a constant
magnetic potential.0; 0; ˛/, ˛ > 0. The geodesic equation is then given by

(10.13) R D P � .0; 0; ˛/;

where� denotes the vector product inR3. The r.h.s. above is the Lorentz force that is always normal to the trajectory
and in particular does not affect the speed. We restrict the trajectories on the energy level1 that is preserved under the
flow. Then we get

R 1
D ˛ P 2; R 2

D �˛ P 1; R 3
D 0:

The magnetic geodesics are then given by

 .t/ D  .0/ C

� r

˛
.sin.˛t C �/ � sin�/;

r

˛
.� cos.˛t C �/ C cos�/; tz

�
;

where.r; �; z/ are the cylindrical coordinates ofP .0/. The unit speed requirement means that

r2
C z2

D 1:

The geodesics are then spirals; whenz D 0 then they reduce to closed circles, and whenr D 0 they are vertical lines.
The parameterization by cylindrical coordinates is singular whenr D 0. Away from that we can use� , z to

parametrize unit speeds. Then in expp.v/, we use the coordinates.t; �; z/ to parametrizev, i.e.,

v D t
�p

1 � z2.cos�; sin�/; z
�
:

At t D 0 we may have additional singularity but this is irrelevant for our analysis since we know that the exponential
map has an injective differential nearv D 0. An easy computation yields that the conjugate locus is given by the
condition˛t D � , i.e.,

Sp.v/ D fvI jvj D �=˛g ;

and this is true for anyp 2 R3. This is a sphere inT Rn. For ṗ we then get

(10.14)  .�=˛/ D p C ˛�1.�2r sin�; 2r cos�; �z/

with p D  .0/. This shows thaṫ .p/ is an ellipsoid

˙ D

�
.p; q/I

1

4
.q1 � p1/2

C
1

4
.q2 � p2/2

C
1

�2
.q3 � p3/2

D ˛�2

�
:

Then

(10.15) N �˙ D

�
.p; q; �; �/I .p; q/ 2 ˙ I � D c

�
p1 � q1; p2 � q2;

4

�2
.p3 � q3/

�
; � D ��; 0 6D c 2 R

�
:

Therefore, givenp, �, we can immediately getq as a smooth function of.p; �/, and we can obtainv so that expp.v/ D

q by (10.14), where the l.h.s. isq. Therefore,.p; �/ 7! v is a smooth map, and therefore.p; �/ 7! .q; �/ is a smooth
map, too. The later also directly follows from (10.15), since� D ��.

We therefore get thatF is an FIO of order�3=2 with a canonical relation

(10.16) .p; �/ 7! .q; �/;

whereq can be determined as described above. A geometric description ofq is the following: q is one of the two
points on the ellipsoiḋ , where the normal is given by�. The choice of one out of the two points is determined by
the choice of the initial velocityv0 near which we localize; changingv0 to �v0 would alter that choice. Since (10.16)
is a diffeomorphism,F is of canonical graph type, and therefore mapsH s to H sC3=2. In contrast,A1;2 are elliptic
of order�1, thus they dominate overF . By Corollary 9.1,X can be inverted microlocally in the setup described in
Section 2.
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10.4. Fold caustics on product manifolds.Let .M; g/ D .M 0; g0/ � .M 00; g00/ be a product of two Riemannian
manifolds. The geodesics onM then have the form

p;v.t/ D . 0
p0;v0.t/;  00

p00;v00.t//:

Consequently,
expp.v/ D .exp0

p0.v
0/; exp00

p00.v
00//:

Assume that in.M 0; g0/, v0
0

is conjugate atp0 of fold type, and assume thatv00
0

is not conjugate atp00
0

in .M 00; g00/.
Then

d expp.v/ D diag.d exp0
p0.v

0/; d expp00.v00//:

The kernel of d expp.v/ then consists ofNp.v/ D Np0.v0/ � 0. Next, S.p/ D S.p0/ � Tp00M 00, and˙.p/ D

˙ 0.p0/�M 00. ThenNp.v0/ is transversal toS.p/ atv D v0, therefore.v0; v00/ is a fold conjugate vector forv0 2 S 0.p/

close tov0 and for anyv00. Then the left projection�L of the LagrangianN �˙ consists of.p; �/ with .p0; � 0/ 2 �L.˙ 0/

and� 00 D 0. Thus the rank drops at least byn00 D dim.M 00/. We get the same conclusion for�R.N �˙/. Therefore,
N �˙ is not a canonical graph in this case.

Let n0 D dim.M 0/ D 2. Then the canonical relation in.M 0; g0/ is a canonical graph, and we get that�L;R.N �˙/

have rank2n0 C n00 D 4 C n00 instead of the maximal possible2n D 4 C 2n00; i.e., the loss is exactlyn00.
Assume now thatn0 D 2, n00 D 1, and the metric inM is given by

2X
˛;ˇD1

g˛ˇ.x1; x2/dx˛dxˇ
C .dx3/2:

Assume also that inM 0, we have a fold conjugate vectorv0 D .0; 1/ atx1 D x2 D 0. Then all possible conormals to
the conjugate loci at.0; 0/ corresponding to small perturbations ofv0 will lie in the planev3 D 0. This is an example
where Corollary 9.2 can be applied. We can recover singularities of the kind� D .�1; �2; �3/ at p0 D .0; 0; 0/ with
�3 6D 0 and.�1; �2/ in a conic neighborhood of.1; 0/. The ones with�3 D 0 are the problematic ones.
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